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Your livelihood depends on it. 
But where do you start and how do you
unpick it? Those who fish have the
patience and knowledge to make it
happen. Imagine that net is your
system. And your livelihood.
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Our playbooks
The Big Picture 
The Golden Age is here


Our playbooks are a broad guide to how

Our headline playbook sets the scene for the four transitions you

we approach and deliver your

Golden Age. 


engagement. That engagement is

Each of these transitions are covered in more detail in the
following playbooks…

nothing ‘off the shelf’ except a
combination of useful models,
interesting patterns that have emerged
in our work and a deep knowledge of

Transition Technology 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organisational, technological and human
complexity. These ideas may or may not

Scaling Lean-Agile 

apply, but they’re a different way for you

Edit the DNA

to consider what’s important for your
play.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TRANSITION TECHNOLOGY

UNTANGLE THE NET

Setting the  
scene
Organisations know they need to use technology to
transform their business and deliver value to customers.
Their ability to do this depends on continuous
modernisation that transitions existing systems to
contemporary systems free of legacy constraints. What
are these constraints and how can they be fixed?

Working towards  
an ideal
The ability to ship what customers want
fast and adapt to changing customer
need is essential for business relevancy.
To deliver that value, you need modern,
contemporary software systems. Most
organisations understand this, strive for
the ideal, but struggle to make progress.

Transitioning old application portfolios to a contemporary,
friction-free system is complex and challenging. When we look
deep inside most organisations, we see a tangled net of knotted-up
technology. Prior modernisation efforts struggle because:


They take a narrow, project-based view that fails to align with the
organisation’s wider technology landscape

They take a ‘band-aid’ approach that focuses on solving problems
expediently rather than tackle the underlying factors that cause the
problems in the first place and critically…

Their effort is focused on transforming technology rather than
finding and unlocking VALUE

This is not only true for organisations that need to move from
legacy1 systems, it’s also increasingly true for high-growth, startup
product companies whose portfolios are rapidly becoming
‘heritage’.

We help you untangle that net in a way that aligns with business
priorities and transition you to here…

What great ‘tech-ability’ looks like
You have a contemporary product platform that product teams
can’t wait to jump onto. Value that once used to take months to
deliver with the legacy1 system now takes a fraction of the time.
Your platform offers adaptability to accelerating changes in
requirements:




“

We want a system of
frictionless software
change... to change without
constraint... so that we can
bring great ideas to life fast

Evolutionary architecture, scalable on-demand

A very modern cloud-based system

A robust, flexible ecosystem with all the non-functional
requirements (security, integrity, performance, reliability,
maintainability)

Membership in an API ecosystem for clients, partners and suppliers

Visibility of customer value


1 We’d love to use the word ‘heritage’ rather than ‘legacy’ but we’d rather
not confuse readers. We favour ‘heritage’ because this better reflects the
fact that these systems, often designed decades ago, delivered
incredible value to organisations. They were built by pioneering
engineers without many of the sophisticated tools and techniques we
have today. ‘Legacy’ seems somewhat disingenuous.

What’s really
holding you
back?
Every day, we hear of a product team
being told by a technology team that
something can’t be done, is too
expensive or too risky. That’s a killer for
those who are desperate to delight
customers and a frustration for the IT
organisation that wants to be a business
enabler. So what is it about the
technology?


Complex Technology Constraints

Through our work with hundreds of businesses of all sizes, we see
five interrelated, super-complex patterns that constrain the delivery
of value. These are the tangles in the net – the underlying factors
that cause the intractable problems and limit your ability to
deliver value. We call them ‘Complex Technology Constraints’
(CTCs). 

We need to untangle – or more specifically ‘loosen’ – each of these
constraints as far as necessary to transition to contemporary, value
delivery systems. Let’s look at those five CTCs…


“We’re in need of technical leadership and
guidance. We have significant technical debt,
scalability issues and quality problems to the
extent that we can’t reasonably add more features
and offer more value to clients at an acceptable
speed. We can’t fend off competitors breaking into
our home market, let alone add to our client base
by expanding into their markets”
Product company CTO

Three Lenses

Feasibility

TECHNOLOGY

OK
HUMAN

Desirability

FINANCIAL

Viability

Product/innovation teams from
across the business often
consider ideas through the DFV
framework. Great ideas that are
desirable for customers and
viable for the business are
frequently not feasible because
of technology

The five CTCs

Complex Technology Constraints affect every organisation to a greater or

lesser degree. They are a combination of technology and how the

organisation has created and used technology over time and each

constraint has a different ‘hold’ on value.
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Legacy Systems – Unlock Value

The Onion – Realise Value

As legacy systems have evolved, accidental complexity and technical

Historic delivery of initiatives under resource pressure and at a tactical

debt have frozen the value of data and business rules. Prior attempts to

level has added layer upon layer to the system architecture. The technical

move from old systems haven’t tackled these underlying factors and

debt burden has reached unsustainable levels. It’s becoming harder to

individual initiatives don’t take a strategic, big-picture view. Ad-hoc,

realise value. 


band-aid approaches simply add to the existing problems.

How do you avoid investing in expensive architectural fixes that never
What is the big picture and how do you find a starting point, understand

deliver the promised benefits? How do you peel away the existing layers

the options, create the roadmap and begin to shift out of legacy to

and pay back the debt?

unlock value for customers?


TECHNICAL DEBT QUADRANTS

Reckless

Prudent

“We don’t have time

“We must ship now  

for design”

& deal with the

03
Deliberate

IRRESPONSIBLE

The CIO/CTO/CDO Paradox – Add

ACCEPTABLE

Value
At first, this doesn’t appear to be a ‘technology constraint’, but it

consequences (later)”

TECHNICAL

Inadvertant

manifests itself into one. Over time, competition for resources between

“What’s layering?”
INCOMPETENT

more innovative initiatives and operational or productivity initiatives

“Now we

know how

we should have
done it”

leads to compromised design and delivery of technology. Resource

Unconscious

pressure makes it difficult to properly develop holistic systems that

Conscious

allows the organisation to find the fastest path-to-value for their
customers. 


How do you balance investment in process efficiency improvements and
the software and systems required to support new streams of value

Adapted

from

Martin

fowler.com

creation in digital business and competitive differentiation?


“We’re constrained by a never-ending cycle of
‘technical debt’. It’s slowing down our productivity
and preventing us from delivering new services.
We don’t ever seem to have the time to truly fix it
so it’s just one expensive patch after another”

Product

company

CTO

DEBT
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Lack of Visibility – Recognise Value

System Evolution – Protect Value

The system has become so complex that you can no longer see right into

A system built around rigid technologies and architecture which cannot

it. There are no common metrics allowing everyone to gain a common

evolve quickly becomes another problem. When a large initiative is

understanding. 


undertaken to roll out changes, it may take many months and frequent
further changes in direction may be required. This risks introducing

How do you know what to measure and then create the visibility that

more complexity and technical debt and increases the risk of failure. 


allows you to interact with the system, see what happens and understand
its value?


How do you build architecture as a ‘living thing’ that enables evolution
over time so that inherent value is protected and remains useful? How do
you undertake initiatives that address changes in small, incremental
steps?

“Transitioning from legacy systems requires skills in
architectural archaeology and organisational
anthropology. Often the people who built the systems
are no longer there and the reasons for  
the systems being built the way they were are no
longer relevant. The challenge is that people and
organisations struggle to let go of what has  
worked for them in the past”

COMPLEX TECHNOLOGY CONSTRAINTS

Loosening these
Complex Technology
Constraints
untangles the net
to deliver value
for the business

Our headline
approach to
loosening CTCs
While CTCs are inherent across entire
systems, tackling them all at once in a
‘big bang’ is daunting, risky and a waste
of effort. Transition implies a shift ‘over
time’, where effort is focused on
delivering the highest value for the
business.


Business-driven, continuous
modernisation
In a step-by-step approach, each step ‘extracts’ a high-priority,
discrete service, domain or functionality and transitions it to a new
contemporary system. You untangle only the CTCs that cause
friction for that service and only to the extent needed. This is why
we use the term ‘loosening’ rather than ‘removing’ constraints.
(Note: This process of continuous modernisation is founded in
Martin Fowler’s ‘Strangler Pattern’ but we have contemporised it to
focus on a product-oriented, value-based approach).

Over time, you’ll achieve continuous modernisation aligned to
business priorities and towards a contemporary system that’s much
less tangled overall. The complexity that’s left is ‘essential’.

Experiments are your friend
The beauty of step-by-step is that it allows for experimentation – to
see what emerges and what works – with less risk. As you learn more
about the system and the real impact of CTCs, you move more
confidently to determining the next priority. You’re also able to more
easily see a direct comparison of the cost of developing a
contemporary system against the cost of the existing legacy system.

Be patient and committed.  
Be freed
Untangling the net is hard and complex but, with patience and a
modernisation mindset, we know this can be done successfully. It’s
what we specialise in. We know too, how product teams feel when
technology is frictionless and they are freed to deliver value… and
how technology teams feel when they’re freed to enable it. This is
the value-driven transition that improves the technology dimension
of organisational ability.

“The transitional approach to technology
modernisation is a systematic, step-by-step
process. It’s less painful than big bangs, it
doesn’t disrupt major business processes
and implies significantly lower risks for the
company. To avoid the transitional
approach becoming a band-aid method,
you don’t focus on solving the problems –
you focus on removing the underlying
factors that cause them”

TRANSITION TECHNOLOGY

UNTANGLE THE NET

Discovering 
your context
Understanding the pursuit of value and your IT
organisation’s appetite to enable it.

Technology’s
contribution  
to the Big Picture
Zone to Win. Thinking beyond Horizon 1
Information technology needs to
become an enabler for digital business
and transitioning to contemporary
systems is necessary to achieve this
paradigm shift. But what does this mean
in your technology context? What’s your
situation, vision and strategy and how
are your existing tech investments
aligned to business goals?

In our headline playbook The Big Picture, we introduced Geoffrey
Moore’s Zone to Win model as a means of exploring business
appetite for innovation. It’s also a great model for understanding
IT’s appetite to shift into the new ‘enabler’ role that’s crucial for
uplifting an organisation’s ability to realise value from technology.

To recap: Moore says that companies need to “segregate
investments in disruptive innovation (Horizons 2 and 3) from
those in sustaining innovation (Horizon 1) and, at the same time,
to separate its mission-critical activities from enabling ones”.
These two divisions result in four zones of activity, each internally
aligned around its own goals and objectives, each demanding a
different style of leadership and investment to achieve those ends. 

We find that many businesses are simply too focused on – and
invested in – Horizon 1 activity. This is especially true of the IT
organisation – its historical function is rooted in an operational,
productivity-focused, mission-critical paradigm. While value is
added here, it is incremental rather than ‘new’.

NEW

VALUE

from...

ADD

VALUE

by...

A transformational opportunity

...DISRUPTIVE 

...SUSTAINING

INNOVATIONS

INNOVATIONS

Transformation programmes represent a huge
opportunity for the IT organisation to shift away from the
operational, sustaining paradigm. Sadly, because so many
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HORIZON

organisations view transformation in terms of technology

TRANSFORMATION

rather than the delivery of value, that opportunity is rarely
taken. That’s why, when we think about the continuous
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modernisation of technology, we take a big picture,
holistic view. 
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organisation’s context, to support and enable the delivery
of new value in Horizon 2 and Horizon 3 – the Incubation
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My systems are up &
running when needed by the
users

Adapted from Owen McCall’s ‘The IS Hierarchy of Needs’
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My systems are cost
effective & there are
sufficient funds for
ongoing development
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IS drives value in my
business by enabling
process automation &
improved decision
effectiveness

New Zealander Owen McCall’s High Performance IT
model neatly expresses this through an adaptation of
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. He says that the goal
for Information Systems is to be a central part of an
organisation’s ability ‘to change the marketplace’
through delivery of competitive differentiation. 

As with our own human needs, information systems
can only build up to the next layer in the pyramid
once the needs of the layer below are fully met. In
this sense, the model speaks to the level of maturity
of the system. 
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IS Hierarchy of Needs

The basic priority is to have working systems that are
reliable, then cost-effective (prove ‘commercial
acumen’). This speaks to the old paradigm. Above
that, IS becomes an enabler of wider business
processes before ultimately playing a central role in
innovation. 

When we think about transitioning to a
contemporary system, this model can be used to
explore the current situation and that needs to
happen to transition up hierarchy through
Enablement and into Innovation. Experiments in
multiple layers allow for higher levels of maturity in
specific areas and faster progress overall.

The CIO/CTO/CDO Paradox

So where do your priorities lie?

Another important part of understanding the wider organisational

Through both models, we get a better picture of the business model, the

context is actually one of our five Complex Technology Constraints. We

current situation and context, the appetite for investment and a possible

noted that while the CIO/CTO/CDO Paradox doesn’t appear at first to be

direction of travel. But to get a start on transitioning your system, we

a constraint, it manifests itself into one. Here’s how.


need to know where to start. 


The Paradox speaks to a potential imbalance of investment. In terms of

Because we’re focused on aligning to business need and delivering value

Moore’s Zone to Win model, the business may wish to reduce cost and

(rather than technology), that starting point should be a high-value

expects IT to optimise in the Productivity Zone. At the same time, the

business priority – a service or domain, for example, that can be most

business expects new value from Performance and Transformation

effectively transitioned and become a proof statement for what great

Zones. 


looks like…

The competition for resources can also be seen in McCall’s Hierarchy of
Needs. The CIO must deliver reliability and cost efficiency. The CTO will
be more focused on enablement. The CDO wants competitive
differentiation.

Competition for resource may have led to suboptimal delivery of
initiatives, with a narrow and expedient focus that has tangled up the
technology net (even further) and without focus on customer value.

The transition to a contemporary system where the focus is on delivering
value represents a fantastic opportunity to resolve this Paradox. Shifting
away from a cost-consideration governance model of IT investment to a
responsiveness and customer-value model reflects the fact that in
today’s fast-paced and uncertain world, the notion of sustainable
competitive advantage “is being replaced by transient competitive
advantage in which learning and adapting is the ticket to success.2” 

2
Does this Paradox exist in your organisation?


McGrath, Gounter & Gourlay, The End of Competitive Advantage, HBR

Press 2013

TRANSITION TECHNOLOGY

UNTANGLE THE NET

Progress 
by priority
Identifying, extracting and transitioning
priority services and/or functionalities to
deliver highest value and show you a path to a
new normal.

Getting started –
process snapshot
Once we’ve fully understood context and
situation, we begin the search for the
fastest path to value. We explore the
existing system, its complexity and the
constraints tangling the technology net.
We’re looking to find one high-value
priority that can be transitioned to a
contemporary system. The broad
process looks like this…

1. Baseline Audit
We look deep into an existing system architecture and data to
create a technology baseline and explore the range of CTCs likely to
impact on any transition: We need to learn about:

Technology Stack – Programming languages and the frameworks
used, whether they are still relevant and supported, runtime
environments

Toolset – The tools used in the system

Architecture Audit – System elements and their interrelationships,
which ones work and which need to be rebuilt or removed

Code Review – Source code, its quality and updatability, the
amount of excess code and extent of refactoring

Quality Practices – Practices used to build quality in

Performance Testing – Further potential speed, responsiveness
and stability issues in the system

2. Identify
We create a high-level business domain model that identifies one
discrete priority service or domain which can be carefully extracted
from your legacy systems.

EXTRACTION OPTIONS

Encapsulate

Refactor

Historical algorithms written in older
languages may be too difficult to change but
still have value. Encapsulation ‘wraps’ the
functionality of the code but exposes it in a
modern way

Improve the quality of the existing codebase,
remove technical debt and ensure that the
codebase can be maintained and evolve over
time


Rearchitect

Alter the application code so that it can be
shifted to new scalable architecture. Not all
product features are worth shifting. Identify
the high-value and potential new features on
the existing product roadmap that are worth
re-architecting

Rethink
Be open to reimagining the service or product
entirely if Horizon 2 or Horizon 3 opportunities
exist. There may be greater value in
developing new business models than
attempting to modernise Horizon 1 products

The priority is determined by looking for the ‘fastest path to value’
that aligns with desired business outcomes and that can be defined
in whole or part as a product or Value Stream. We identify the
dependencies throughout the stack and CTCs affecting this
specific service or domain.

3. Plan
We consider how to extract the priority service (see options table),
loosen the CTCs and define the minimal ecosystem that needs to be
built to support the service. The aim is to non-intrusively move
services to the cloud ahead of their dependencies and minimise
risk. This approach resembles the Strangler Pattern approach, but
we apply it through a product lens to focus on new value. There’s
some good thoughts on this by Adam Haines here.

4. Extract
We help you extract the service with good clean code.

5. Automate
We develop a high-maturity, automated delivery pipeline for the
service that also includes quality practices such as automated test
suites to maintain velocity. This will show you ‘the new normal’.

6. Repeat
We assess what’s been achieved. Start back at point 2/ with the
next priority service.


“The first step to ‘crossing the

Identifying other opportunities

river is by feeling the stones”


for improvement

Deng

Xiaoping

We always look for opportunities to improve systems as part of the
process, including consideration of the best tools and models
which suit the context and maturity of the current situation. These
could include, for example:

Use of Site Reliability Engineering (SRE) mindset and practices to

Improving the observability of systems including the

improve automation and observe where manual effort can be

instrumentation of systems and applications to collect metrics and

replaced through the introduction of software. This includes

logs. Identify possible ways to improve how well the internal states

practices which help create resilient, self-healing systems


of systems can be inferred from knowledge of external outputs. We
help identify additional ways to quickly fix and eventually prevent

Improving Continuous Delivery and Release Engineering practices,

problems


including building fast and reliable pipelines to transform source
code into viable products, including the technical aspects of getting

Utilising metrics to understand if improvements are successful or

a release from development to production


not. We help teams identify the most useful metrics in their context
with a view towards standardisation of metrics in the future


Improving the use of Infrastructure as Code. Tools such as
Terraform allow operators to use HCL to author files containing

Some of the practices indicated here are covered in further detail in

definitions of their desired resources on almost any provider (AWS,

our Improve Practices playbook.

Azure, GitHub, Docker etc.). We identify opportunities to reduce
provisioning delays and improve workflows for automated resource
creation and lifecycles of maintenance


TRANSITION TECHNOLOGY

UNTANGLE THE NET

Reducing risk and
improving outcomes
in changes
Confronting Complex Technology Constraints and
transitioning to contemporary systems is a challenging,
but immensely rewarding journey. Here are six critical
elements that keep you on the path to success… 


Fastest path  
to value
‘Fastest path to value’ is one of the
fundamental principles that we adopt, no
matter what type of work we're doing,
whether it's broader transformation work
or loosening Complex Technology
Constraints to untangle a system. So
what does it mean?

The simplest possible thing

Value must be understood from the customer's perspective,
whether the customer is internal or external. Finding that value is
the key problem to solve (as opposed to a technology-only
problem). If the goal is always to find value and deliver it fast to the
customer, what is the ‘simplest possible thing’ that can be done at
this point in time, given what’s known, in order to deliver it? 

Asking this question keeps the focus on the customer and forces a
search for that simple thing. The search always results in
productive learning no matter what the outcome and no matter
which route is taken. By designing the path to be the shortest
possible – given what’s learnt – it’s easier to adapt, adjust and still
deliver value. 

Finding the fastest path to value means there will always be
trade-offs and big decisions to make. Learning along the way allows
for better decision-making, provided that there’s a ruthless
customer-focus and the people making the decisions have both the
skillsets and a high degree of autonomy (see ‘One person, many
roles’ on page 40).  


Involve customers,  
keep disciplined

To learn about value from a customer’s perspective – to understand their
needs – they must be involved at the beginning of any work.
Conversations with customers and other stakeholders will help everyone
get onboard with identifying the fastest path and encourage exploration
and debate about the guiding decisions that need to be made in
agreeing a starting point. 

This might be new to many people and quite exciting for them – they
may start to think about all the things that could be done, the features
which might be added for the customer. This is good, but it carries the
danger of doing too much in one go. So there needs to be laser focus and
great discipline on what’s absolutely needed in terms of being able to
learn and being able to deliver. 

Accepting some imperfection in a path to value, getting more out to a
controlled group of customers, can be worthwhile if it delivers high levels
of learning but, in general, the key thing is to ruthlessly focus on
delivering value as quickly as possible.

Bounded
Contexts
Monolithic systems entangled entire
business domains into a single large
component. All systems (beyond a very

Modelling domains through
ubiquitous language


small size) should be split into

Bounded Contexts are a fundamental concept in Domain Driven

components. This helps facilitate

‘componentisation’. It’s based on the modelling of a business

testability, encapsulation, unlocking of
deployment options, shorter release
cycles, decoupling etc. But how do you
split up a system?

Design (DDD) and a good approach for achieving
domain and breaking the domain down into classes. 

For each business domain, it’s essential to create well-defined
terminology that cross-functional teams and stakeholders use and
understand. This terminology is domain-specific so, for example, an
accounting system may use terms such as Account, Transaction,
Tax Rate and so on. A hotel reservation system however, may use
terms such as Customer, Room, Reservation, Room Rate etc. 

The necessary characteristic of the terminology is that it is
‘mainstream’ within the business domain, such that it becomes the
Ubiquitous Language. This language is not static – new terms may
be added over time and definitions may be changed or reclarified.


Splitting into subsets of classes


Start small, evolve and adapt


The business domain model is created using the Ubiquitous
Language. It’s this which makes it easier to split the domain into
subsets of classes that have a close relationship. These subsets are
the ‘Bounded Contexts’. In the case of the hotel example, the
Bounded Contexts could be the Reservation Context, the Customer
Context, the Asset Context (ie. consist of Room with Available
Services and other Options).


In practice, it’s important not to try to design the entire domain to
the last degree, but instead start with something small. As more
information becomes available, the Bounded Contexts can evolve.
Some may need to be split up as they become too big, too complex
and unwieldy. 


As a general rule, each Bounded Context is then treated and
implemented as a separate software component of the system.
There are different implementation options for each Bound Context
including either one microservice per Bound Context or a group of
related serverless functions. The system may use different
implementations for different Bounded Contexts.

The same subset class may be present in more than one Bounded
Context. For example, a chair is an asset that may be present in the
Health & Safety Context, as well as in the Accounting Context. In
each context, the asset ‘Chair’ has a different role. For the Health &
Safety function, it is important that a chair meets regulatory
requirements. An accountant however is more interested in how
much a chair costs and how it will be written off over time.

Other contexts may benefit from being merged with others into
more meaningful contexts. By keeping Bounded Contexts at
reasonable sizes, with each such context ‘well-designed’ but
accepting of some overlap, a system becomes more adaptive. 

Having smaller components built this way is critical in achieving a
contemporary system that product teams can work with effectively.

Cross the
language
barrier. Fast

Find a common language that
everyone can understand
This language barrier can cause communication breakdown and

When multiple parts of an organisation
come together to build something new,

frustrations as people struggle to get their ideas across. Imagine
trying to explain how a complex algorithm might be used to solve a
particular problem to non-technical people? How can you find a

they will each have a different way of

way to explain things that helps everyone keep on the same page?

describing and interpreting fundamental
aspects of the product and its delivery.
Technologists use one language, while
people from the wider business use
another. Time to join up.

Use Specification By Example, for
example
‘Specification By Example’ (SBE) is a very efficient method of
revealing differences in understanding or meaning and resolving
those differences through common language and terminology. We
use SBE to create fundamental building blocks of meaning – or
‘examples’ – through a collaborative process that ensures
everybody on your teams gains a shared understanding of ‘what
means what’. We document each example so that you can refer to it
later.

It’s not only the language that
changes

A beautiful thing happens when people engage more effectively with
each other. Their behaviour changes. Team members from each part of
the organisation will start to collaborate and participate in different ways. 

Working on these small examples together, starting with simple ones to
give everyone confidence, creates not just shared understanding, but
shared solution creation.

That complex algorithm, for example, might emerge out of a combination
of those building blocks of meaning. Here’s how a (non-technical) team
member on a client engagement explained it: “We all arrived at the same
realisation of how the data was going to flow between the organisations
and what the algorithm was going to look like. We came to that
realisation in a way that was actually fun and enjoyable”.

SBE also helps uncover and specify ‘corner’ cases that may otherwise go
unnoticed until late in the product/feature development (thereby
preventing disruption, delay and expense).

A safety harness
for transition
A step-by-step transition to a
contemporary system allows a high
degree of learning as you go. Some of
that learning might cause a necessary
rethink of the new system you’re trying to
build. How do you build with enough
flexibility and malleability to
cost-effectively accommodate what
emerges?

There’s no A-to-B
Rather than laying heavyweight, concrete foundations for a system
– with the expectation that we’re going from A-to-B or that the
bridge is ‘this’ long – we think of transition as an evolutionary,
creative process which strives to deliver a simple and elegant
representation of value. 

With each step, what’s built should be as simple as it can be at that
moment in time. So, as we extract one priority service or
functionality for example, we want to experiment and be free to
make aggressive changes. We want to build the simplest solution
possible. And we want to loosen – only as much as necessary – the
constraints that cause the problems that we know about at that
moment.

Accommodating change, safely

As we progress to the next priority, however, other problems might
emerge that make it obvious that certain parts of the new system
need to be reworked. No one can predict exactly what these
problems might be at the beginning of transition – how could they?
This ambiguity is positive – and the costs acceptable – if what you
build can be easily evolved as you go.


The flexibility and malleability in the system that’s required to
achieve this is, effectively, a ‘safety harness’ for experimentation
and aggressive change, no matter whether it’s one week into the
transition or two years in.

Sophisticated test practices

We employ a number of quality practices to ensure that a flexible
and malleable system does what it should be doing in a given
scenario. For example, we use highly-sophisticated Agile Testing
techniques to create a lot of layered test automation. We ensure an
appropriate layer of tests at any point in time and continually add
layers based on the context of each step. We also employ
micro-tests which run incredibly fast, provide fast feedback and
which are easy to change and adapt as the system grows. Through
practices like this, we don’t end up in a place where we have to
rewrite systems.


Flexibility and malleability requirements also apply specifically to
architecture…

Move to
evolutionary
architecture
Traditional software development
functions are now being planned in
smaller, less risky iterations with
feedback loops being relied on to ‘listen
to reality’ and guide direction. Your
architecture needs to go the same way.

An appetite for (overdue) change
We’re seeing an appetite to incrementally evolve architecture to
support changing business needs. This has been a
commonly-accepted approach to managing other software
development functions such as analysis, development, testing and
operations. Rather than developing large, expensive, upfront plans
for architecture based on previous experience or assumptions, an
evolving architecture allows you to learn and adapt as you go.

Experiment at low cost

With some key feedback loops in place such as test automation,
CI/CD, system observability and automated benchmarks, the
opportunity exists to allow reality to guide small incremental
changes to your architecture by running small experiments. 

Containerisation and cloud computing such as Azure and AWS
make this experimentation faster and far less expensive. These
experiments enable your delivery teams to develop the capability to
evolve architecture in ways that focus on the delivery of value to
your customers.

Architectural archaeology

Is it for you?

An evolving architecture has a type of ‘archaeology’,
where evidence of previous technical practices and
architecture are left behind as artifacts. To support
evolution and experimentation, architecture must be
allowed to diverge and, in doing so, develop some degree
of ambiguity. 


Evolutionary architecture can be applied to most systems.
For example:


The antidote to this ambiguity is a strong sense of
direction. Everyone knows where they are currently taking
the architecture and where they definitely don’t want to
take it. This requires a process to ensure people
communicate and collaborate to collectively adjust and
refine the direction.

This is highly empowering. Teams are effectively
designing better systems that they would be happy to use
themselves. This enables everyone else to be better at
what they do and represents a significant shift towards
optimising the process of delivering value.

01. Agile technical practices such as Test Driven Design
promotes lean code, simplicity, separation of concerns,
encapsulation, layering and indirection which enable the
evolution of architectural patterns in code

02. Automated Testing and Automated Architectural
guide rails run as part of a CI/CD delivery pipeline can be
used as timely feedback to developers on the fitness of
every incremental change to a system

03. Ongoing architectural experimentation can be
planned as business as usual, with learnings used by
delivery teams to make informed decisions and set
architectural direction

It’s more than likely that evolutionary architecture can
work for you. The following benefits can help you make a
decision:

Benefits of evolutionary
architecture
Meeting changing demands 

Even with just a few priority services or functionalities
extracted and moved to a contemporary world, the
hybrid system can already be reconfigured to meet
changing demands. This unlocks additional options
for the business to choose from 


Focus on customer value 

Architecture is evolved when it is required to deliver
value to end users. Delivery teams are empowered to
change what is slowing them down
 

Better planning 

Architectural changes become business-as-usual for software
delivery teams. The costs for changes are included in estimates for
planned work 


Reduced risk 

Small experiments, iterative architectural change, JIT delivery and
maximum buy-in from developers significantly reduces delivery
team dependencies and possible bottlenecks
 

Technology staff retention  

Lean/JIT 

Architectural change only happens when reality tells
us it is needed
 

Valuable learning opportunities for teams, reduced frustration
through increased empowerment to make significant change,
higher level of team engagement with less centralised architectural
decisions
 

Minimise sunk costs 

Encourage creativity  

Experimentation and evolution over time is less
expensive that planning an upfront architectural
design for what might happen

Reduced cost and risk of experimentation, increasing the speed
and accuracy of feedback and an accepted level of inconsistency
allow for faster evolution and more creativity

One person,
many roles

In the knowledge economy of today, the

Moving rapidly in transformation

most valuable people are those who can
occupy and fulfil many roles at the same
time and with with autonomy. This is
crucial for operating effectively in

The type of work required in the Transformation Zone tends to be
highly unpredictable. It has a higher depth of complexity that
demands more experimentation and probing. Decisions have to be
made at speed, trade-offs must be considered almost
simultaneously and lots of things have to be ‘pulled together’ at

Moore’s Horizon 2 Transformation Zone…

once.


Someone might, for example, be required to wrestle with a complex
problem involving the pulling of data from legacy, complying with
complex regulations, generating new product, establishing new
architectural patterns and implementing more sophisticated
technical practices. 


To achieve this and move rapidly, the individual must be talented
beyond a single specialism and be given a high degree of autonomy
in occupying ‘many’ roles. They must be technically experienced,
but also able to sense the business value of the work. They will have
the skills to communicate with stakeholders inside and outside the
organisation and be adept at facilitating trade-off conversations
involving data vs architecture vs value.


Amplified outcomes

Providing this talented individual with autonomy in multiple roles
has the power to significantly amplify successful outcomes. If that
person, for example, can be an Architect and a Business Analyst at
the same time, then there’s no communication barrier. Holding
individuals to a ‘specialisation’ when they have the talent to occupy
many roles, actually leads to a slowdown because there is a need to
communicate more to establish the right way forward. 


These super-talented individuals are rare beasts. It’s also
impossible to scale such talent across the organisation. So if you
find them… keep them! They are a key factor in being able to move
orders of magnitude more quickly and more effectively in the
transformation of products and architecture.

Why HYPR?
A different path

We’re passionate about helping NZ organisations
improve their ability to deliver value through
software. We believe we have a different take on how
best to achieve that and a uniquely talented team
that proves it time and again.


By bringing our toolbox of models, frameworks,
concepts and experience to your table, we aim to
shine a light on your situation in ways that you may
not have previously considered. Ways that help you
see things through different lenses and which reveal
the new paths to value that are worth exploring. 


If you care about pursuing relevance, we’d love to
help you find your path. And be your guide in
travelling it. 


Our team

Our team works at the edges of technology and best
practice to make things better – for the people who
are responsible for delivery and the people who use
the software. We think of our team as ‘engineers of
human architecture’ with incredible skillsets that help
others build with the human dimension in mind. 
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The illustrations

Our illustrations are designed to capture the meaning of what we do and
who we are. Like what you see? You can download several of them from
our website for free, to use and share as you wish. We’re also exploring
printing them beautifully if there is demand. Don’t hesitate to demand :-)
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